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 2014 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Le Poste (92-94)  
Bright ruby-red. Intense red berry preserve, incense and floral pastille scents are sharpened by 
suggestions of smoky minerals and white pepper. Sweet, penetrating and vibrant, offering concentrated 
raspberry and bitter cherry flavors and a suave spicecake nuance. Shows excellent clarity and lift on the 
finish, which is firmed by silky tannins and a repeating mineral note.  
 
2014 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Les Claux (92-94)  
Vivid ruby-red. Highly perfumed red fruit liqueur, potpourri and Asian spice scents show impressive 

clarity and vivacity. Sappy, tangy and precise, offering lively raspberry and floral pastille flavors and a 

touch of spicecake. Closes on a smoky mineral note, displaying superb focus, silky tannins and emphatic, 

floral-driven persistence. 

2014 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Hominis Fides (91-93)  
Deep ruby. Powerful, smoke-accented aromas of dark berries and incense, complicated by suave floral 

pastille and woodsmoke nuances. Fleshy and deeply concentrated, showing impressive depth to the 

densely packed red and blue fruit flavors, which are lifted by juicy acidity. The smoky note repeats on a 

youthfully tannic finish that shows impressive energy, power and thrust. 

2014 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas (90-92)  
Brilliant ruby. Smoky cherry, boysenberry and potpourri scents show very good clarity and pick up a spicy 

quality with aeration. Intense red and blue fruit flavors are complicated by a floral pastille nuance. 

Finishes on a gently tannic note, delivering very good energy and spicy thrust. All of the Valbelle fruit was 

included in this bottling in 2014. 
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 2013 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Le Poste 93  
Dark ruby. Intensely perfumed, mineral-accented aromas of ripe red berries, bitter chocolate and 

incense expand with aeration. Palate-staining red and blue fruit flavors are joined by an exotic floral 

pastille quality that builds on the back half. Rich but fresh and energetic, showing superb finishing clarity; 

smooth tannins add shape. 

2013 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Hominis Fides 92  
Brilliant ruby. A complex, highly perfumed bouquet evokes raspberry preserves, boysenberry, potpourri 
and smoky minerals. Energetic and focused on the palate, offering vibrant red and blue fruit flavors that 
show excellent depth and focus. Gains weight and sweetness with air while maintaining vivacity, 
finishing sweet, gently tannic and very long, with zero rough edges.  
 
 



 
2013 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Les Claux 92  
Deep ruby. Spice- and smoke-accented dark berries on the highly perfumed nose, complicated by a 

touch of incense. Intense bitter cherry and boysenberry flavors gain lift and definition from an undertone 

of zesty minerality. Picks up a suave floral quality on the impressively persistent finish, which is framed 

by supple, slow-building tannins. 

2013 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas Valbelle 91  
Full ruby. Intense red berry and floral pastille scents are sharpened by suggestions of smoky minerals and 

white pepper. Sweet, penetrating and energetic, offering lively raspberry and lavender flavors and an 

exotic touch of blood orange. Shows excellent focus and bite on the finish, which is firmed by silky 

tannins and a smoky mineral flourish. 

2013 Château de Saint Cosme Gigondas 90  
Ruby-red. Red berries, lavender and peppery spices on the fragrant nose. Juicy and fleshy on the palate, 

offering gently sweet cherry and raspberry flavors and a suave floral pastille nuance. Shows very good 

depth and energy on the finish, which lingers with repeating florality and round, even tannins. 

 

 

 


